To evaluate the effects of EmfSafe Pendent on biofield with Biofield Viewer.
INTRODUCTION OF BIOFIELD VIEWER
The Biofield Viewer device is a light analysis technology that is non invasive. It requires that area be
exposed to a full spectrum controlled lighting environment and the absorption and reflection intensities
are color coded and then analyzed. We often refer to congestion and less energy area when analyzing
these images. The software has a chromatology Programmed. The different colours that are seen help in
interpretation of the energy status of that particular area being scanned. Green relates with positive
frequencies of healing. Golden yellow and Violet frequencies are associated with higher cosmic vibrations.
Blue and pinkish white in the energy field are calming frequencies. Red and orange are lower frequencies
and congested pools of these are related to imbalances on energy levels.
METHODOLOGY:


The camera was set on a certain focus throughout the study.



Biofield Viewer scans were taken on following steps:
1. Base line scan/Before scan was taken before using EmfSafe Pendent.
2. The after scan was taken after using EmfSafe Pendent for 24 Hrs.

About EmfSafe Pendent :
EmfSafe, made by Shungite Mineral, when use as a pendent or kept in personal possession, totally protects
the user against the onslaught of the dreaded electro magnetic radiation emanating from the use of
mobile phones, Telephones, Cordless Telephones, Lap tops, Computers, TVs, Refrigerators, Air
Conditioners, Microwave Ovens, Electrical blenders etc., from High Tension Electrical Wires, Cell Phone
Towers and many other sources. EmfSafe is the protector against all sources of electro magnetic radiation
and Geopathic Stress by forming an EMF Harmonizing Aura around the body.
Shungite Mineral which is used in the creation of this pendent in addition to few other mineral helps to
strengthen the body’s biofeld and resilience to Electro Magnetic Pollution. Shungite Mineral also acts as a
Anti-Oxidant.

Observation:

Before

After
after

The biofield of subject after using Pendent has become brighter and vibrant. A subtle combination of
yellow, pink and green is seen. Pink and yellow are calming, healing vibrations. Green is associated with
positive cosmic vibrations. Hyper mental activity which is seen in the biofield of before scan has reduced
significantly.
Low energy seen in the Throat Chakra has reduced significantly. Rearranging of energy is seen in the solar
Chakra. Muscle Spasm in the right arm has reduced after using EmfSafe Pendent.

Conclusion:
It can be stated that EmfSafe Pendent has emitted positive vibration in the biofield and on chakra level.
The sample study is too small, further large study will be required.

